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Microsoft Alliance Offers Free Software

BY LATRISHA GOMER

Students looking to upgrade their computer software can now get free programs from the Lab. Howard is one of four universities participating in a program called the Microsoft Developer Network Academic Alliance.

The Microsoft alliance program is a partnership that gives free software to universities distributed to students, students, faculty and staff of Howard University, Dartmouth College, University of California and University of Florida. The University of Florida, Trinity, Texas Tech and several other schools are also able to access numerous developer tools and applications for educational and research purposes. Windows XP professional, Visual Basic applications software and Visual Studio.NET using professional is just one of the programs available on site to students and staff.

Some students feel that the free software would be more beneficial if students were aware that it was available.

"Microsoft has a tremendous advantage because it has the skill to allow the students to look at the software," said Pamela Brown, associate director of instruction for the software.

BY LAUREN STEPHENS

Hurricane Ivan's arrival in the United States on Wednesday evening forced millions of residents of the Gulf Coast region of the southeastern states including the Florida panhandle, Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi.

For many Howard students from the South, their families were a part of the mass evacuation.

"I have an aunt who lives in Memphis, Tennessee and every time there is a hurricane they get us to help them," said Julie Brown, a sophomore public relations major from New Orleans. "There are a lot of students, families, people - it's like a big vacation."

Others were not lucky enough to find shelter from the impending storm in time. Millions of residents living in short notice, traded their homes for a motel and a bus ticket as they were stranded.

"My mom and my grandparents drive from Arkansas because it was the only place in the vicinity where there were hotels available," said junior, Danielle Smith, from New Orleans. "It was a terrible drive but it took them 14 hours to get there."

In addition to New Orleans, residents of Mobile, Ala., were ordered to evacuate the city on Tuesday to avoid the front of the storm's eye. People were warned to stay Wednesday night and into Thursday morning.

The whole city was evacuated on Tuesday if we were going to stay down south, said Kevin Dixon, a junior physical education student from Mobile. "We didn't have too many storms hit but this one could be next.

As IVAN, News A1

DNC Encourages All Students to Vote

BY AYESHA RASCOE

Polling still opens.

Democratic National Committee Chairman Terry McAuliffe visited Blackman High School Monday to speak to students on the importance of voting.

McAuliffe began highlighting the differences between his presidential candidate Sen. John Kerry and incumbent President George W. Bush.

"One of the most important student associations (HUSA) consensus statement emphasized the beginning of a nine-colleges university system is embarking on encouraging young people to vote. "I have one single job and that is to help George Bush," McAuliffe said.

Commenting to a crowd of approximately 50 students about his students, the chairman stated that "young people who are eligible to vote in the 2004 election had voted, he feels that Bush would not do as much for young people as Kerry and he feels that the youth will be a pivotal role in this election for his party."

"If you don't engage and you vote we're not going to support him," McAuliffe said. "The Democratic Party is going to fight for you, but we need you to fight for us."

McAuliffe attacked Bush's policies, declaring that the administration's actions are "new business plans for war and massive destruction" and that Bush will be the first president in 25 years to create an "economy." He also warned students that if Bush steps in office, any Supreme Court justices he makes could put the status quo in jeopardy.

See VOTE, News A9

HBCUs to Compete in Ford Business Competition

BY CHARREAH JACKSON

Ald. Campus Editor

Seeking to expand the company's product research from students to leaders, Ford Motor Company announced its second annual business plan competition. The company will host a national competition for 500,000 and Ford will be the national sponsor.

As many as possible was the response Tony Brown, senior vice president of Global Purchasing at Ford Motor Company, and other program organizers have to the question of how many students could apply. All majors and classifications are equal to apply and can enter individually or in teams of two to five by the Jan. 15 deadline.

While Black students spend 600 million annually on black owned businesses, less than seven percent of those dollars return to the black community according to Virginia State University's legalease. However, most colleges are not contributing to the black community.

"As we further our involvement with these institutions, we better understand areas to help," President David Bing spoke on how the program not only benefits students with valuable experience, but for those involved, educational professionals are encouraged to continue their opportunities.

See FORD, News A9

Ivan Leaves Students' Families in Need

School of 'C' Pageant a Success

BY TARYN BURNS

Continuing Editor

Junior Patrick Richers and Laura Brown won the title of 2004-2005 Mr. and Ms. School of Communications at the annual pageant held Wednesday night.
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By contrasting articles, the student voice of Howard University since 1924.
Students Warn Their Peers About Tardiness to Class

BY KEAHNI Ingram
Concluding Writer

It is 11:30, and you are up to your 11th class. You have not eaten all day, and you wish you had a Big Mac. While the professor lectures on some topic, you begin mulling over the upcoming class. Your stomach growls. Several students around you begin to fidget, making it clear that they are hungry as well. However, you still have four more classes left in the day and do not want to be held back by your own stomach. You must focus! Looking around, you see other students struggling with the same dilemma. You know that you are not alone in your struggle. Tardiness and leaving class early because of hunger is a common occurrence. Why is this so? What factors contribute to this problem? And most importantly, what can we do to prevent it?

As the minutes tick by, your stomach growls louder. You begin to feel more and more uncomfortable. Your body language becomes more rigid. You start to feel restless and anxious. You are so focused on your hunger that you are no longer paying attention to the professor or the material being presented. You feel embarrassed and ashamed. You know that you are not the only one experiencing this, but you are afraid to ask for help. What will happen if you are late or leave class early? Will you be marked down? Will you be reported to your advisor? Will you be punished?

This is a common situation for many people, especially those who are struggling with hunger and malnutrition. In many cases, students are forced to choose between going hungry and attending class. This is a clear case of how poverty and hunger can affect education and learning. We must work to address this issue and find solutions to help students like yourself who are struggling with hunger and malnutrition.
Ever wonder why everyone can sing along to Copacabana?

Ever wonder why your mother named you Mandy?

Ever wonder where your parents had been the night you were conceived?

WONDER NO MORE

BARRY MANILOW
In Concert

Washington, D.C. - October 14 - MCI Center
10 bucks a ticket with student ID

Go to ticketmaster.com or call (202) 397-SEAT for tickets
**Howard Student Starts Silver Sky Movie Company**

**BY SHANNON EVANS**

Mutanen Abdullah, a senior film production major, started Silver Sky Entertainment, LLC, an independent movie company in the fall of 2004.

"Cinematography and visual imagery is in my blood."

A native of Seattle, he originally started the company as a film group with six members, a year after transferring from Bellevue Community College.

"Our group has changed over time, but the concept of being a support system to developing high quality films while providing the field of study to the film department has remained the same."

"My goal is to inspire and motivate people, and make a contribution to their thoughts," Abdullah said.

With Abdullah's guidance, the company has blossomed into a ten-member group that includes four淘宝 leaders: business; teams; business; anime; writing; and production teams. His interest in film can be traced back to his high school training. On a whim, he joined an after-school photography club in his senior year. This photography training, along with award-winning video production, allowed him to develop a background in visual imagery and photography.

"Film and photography are identical," Abdullah said. "The difference is, one is still and the other is motion."

As president of Silver Sky Entertainment, LLC, Abdullah has also taken on the challenging role of film producer, and is responsible for the overall production along with several video production. He credits the university for helping to shape his dream of making motion picture films because he has access to many talented people.

**FRESHMEN SPEAK:**

**What are your likes and dislikes of Uppermajors?**

"Sometimes they treat us like we're freshmen in high school. Some of them are real snobs and don't care about us. I do like about them is that some upperclassmen did face wars me about things that go on at Howard."

--Tahira Spinke, political science

"Most of them are cool, with the exception of the ones with stank attitudes."

--Patience Green, chemistry

"When they see the chain (111 carrier), they turn away and don't make eye contact. Some though, truly don't want to give advice."

--Wanjiku Mwangi, biology

"They assist in any way that they can."

--Ameer Sherard, finance

"The upperclassmen have never done anything wrong to me. The girls are really friendly."

--Keenan Thomas, communications

"Some of them are nice and want to help out regarding teachers. Some are unnecessarily rude."

--Klah Smith, undeclared

"They think because you're new, you don't know anything. They forget they were once freshmen too."

--Kieren Cooley, political science

**When Giddy Hunter was in the fifth grade, he said his goal was to have his own computer. Little did he know that his fascination with computers would not just be a hobby, but would grow to become an exciting and successful career.**

Hunter, a senior staff assistant in the Information Technology Support Center, began working with computers three years ago. Four thousand repaired computers later, Hunter is still working hard to keep students, faculty, and staff running.

"I am generally working the lab from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Helping students with the computers, formulating papers and answering questions on computers or anything computer-related."

Hunter's job as a senior staff assistant also requires him to be on call to add new NetID installations, such as auctions and contests. "It is vital that we send out these emails because people don't like to wait for us."

Although Hunter loves his career, he still wanted to earn his degree in engineering at Howard University. When Giddy Hunter graduated with his degree in computer science and industrial engineering, he wanted to work at IBM Global Services.

Hunter began working as a computer support engineer, working on the latest computer technology. "I told people that I want to work for IBM because I think it is important to work for a global company."

"I am very interested in computer technology and thought that it is a good computer science and industrial engineering degree for me to have."

**A Moment In Howard's History**

**Howard History: Past Howard Students Vote Anti-Bush**

**BY KAREN BRUNDIDGE**

Sixteen years ago on Sept. 16, former Hilltop staff writer Daniel Sparks wrote a perspective for the paper titled "Who should we choose in Nov., a decision Howard University students are currently facing regarding the 2004 presidential election."

The 1988 presidential election was deemed "the race that wasn't" because neither candidates appeared to have a clear edge in their campaign.

"As usual, Republican Vice President George Bush can't seem to do anything wrong," in the current presidential election, President George W. Bush is running for his second term in office while Sen. John Kerry would like to show Americans he can do for the country of people."

"Until we can get a candidate who is ready to attack the issues, American history, James Jefferson will not fight for himself," said James Jefferson, senior political science major. "Many are willing to spend their hard-earned dollars to get Bush out of office, others are apprehensive about voting for a president because he would take over in the middle of a war or the economy."

"Whatever the case, many individuals express the importance of the presidential election, especially because of the war and threats of terrorism, and are deciding that their vote will count."

"It is very important that we get to vote this year," said Bush supporter Luttya Lomax, senior and film major. "We must vote in November. However, those who remain uncertain are encouraged to research the issues presented by both candidates andBush and Kerry in order to make the better choice."

"There are many resources available to the black community to become informed voters," said David Singleton, a sophomore economics major. "It is essential that we capitalize on opportunities because no matter who is in office, things will not change for the better until we as the black community make informed decisions."
Click
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Perspective

Lust the LIAR

BY KYOKI T. SMITH
Consulting Writer

There is a pervasive ideology in the world today that suggests one can obtain happiness and fulfillment through sex, drugs and power. Attain any level of these and self-worth is fulfillable.

Each has the ability to try or be more, and the ability to power to tempt us all in some way or another. There is no fact that the price that we become the most important of them is the response of a person who tells them to God, especially when people culture and media are constantly reinforce this line. It is a new age philosopjhy and the constant acknowledgment of worldly things does the God. It is the law of the school.

One has to look inside self to look to God. Yet, remember that in the book of Hosea, the children of Israel had stopped following God to chase after the lust of their own. God told them they would eat and never be filled, they would commit harlotry and never be satisfied. They must have a rest the day and it would remain.

"School of Religion never delivers, but only promises. Happiness and attainment are not the same. They are pipelines, drugs, and power. You see, the only way I can be happy and fulfill you is I'll f*ck you", only when you finally get it, the joke is on you. In the final, it will always leave you hungry for more, often leaving you more empty than when you first began. Before long, you will become addicted during pursuance that in the end, will never be delivered.

Division School Pins
First Year Students

BY ASHLEIGH SCOTT
Consulting Writer

On Wednesday, Sept. 15, the Howard University School of Divinity initiated a new era in the Howard Thurman Chapel. President Swygert was the main speaker.

On Wednesday, Sept. 15, there are approximately 370 students enrolled in the Howard University School of Divinity. The divinity school has made a lot of progress. Recently, President Swygert granted $31 million to the school in order to make window and roof repairs to the divinity school. The campus also has a computer lab in the student lounge to better serve the needs of the students.

Sug and also said that the religious family members are not highly regarded and valued. In addition to the gas, power, and water repairs, there are now there new officer assistant's positions for graduate students. These positions include office reception and as a stipend for the students.

Many diversity students such as Yvette White, a masters of International Student Services of Howard University. From left to right: Barbara Deng, Yeboa White, Ada Dare.

ISS Helps Students Deal with stream of e-mail and word of mouth messages to let students

Attention all graduate students... The Hilltop's newest section is just for you. Do want to be heard? Come to our budget meetings every Tuesday @ 7 p.m. in the West Towers or e-mail your ideas to hiringsection@howard.edu.
Looking for an Opportunity to Make a Difference?

CIA's Directorate of Intelligence is seeking candidates for Analyst Positions.

Analysts work on the forefront of protecting national security, quickly assessing how rapidly changing international developments will impact US interests at home and abroad. They use information from classified and unclassified sources from around the world to develop and provide the reliable intelligence that is essential for US policymakers to make informed decisions. The DI is hiring for the following positions:

- Analytic Methodologist
- Collection Analyst
- Cyber Intelligence Analyst
- Threat Analyst
- Counterterrorism Analyst
- Medical Analyst
- Psychological/Psychiatric Analyst
- Crime and Counterintelligence Analyst
- Economic, Political, Leadership and Military Analyst
- Medical Analyst
- Psychological/Psychiatric Analyst
- Counterterrorism Analyst
- Psychological/Psychiatric Analyst
- Medical Analyst
- Psychological/Psychiatric Analyst
- Counterterrorism Analyst
- Medical Analyst
- Psychological/Psychiatric Analyst
- Counterterrorism Analyst
- Medical Analyst
- Psychological/Psychiatric Analyst
- Counterterrorism Analyst

Candidates must have at least a bachelor's degree with a minimum GPA of 3.0. Language skills, previous foreign area residence or travel, and relevant work experience are pluses. Candidates must successfully complete a medical examination, polygraph interview, and an extensive background investigation. All positions require US citizenship and relocation to the Washington, DC area.

The CIA is America's premier intelligence agency, and we are committed to building and maintaining a workforce as diverse as the nation we serve.

For additional information, and to apply online, please visit www.cia.gov.

An equal opportunity employer and a drug-free work force.

GOURMET BURRITOS & TACOS.
FIND YOURS AT CHIPOTLE.COM
Advanced Software Available for Howard Students at iLab

**SOFTWARE, from Campus A**

we have several students come and get the software,” he added. “And the software they were interested in the software they were interested in for this fall was mostly Windows XP of 2000.

Although there are several programs offered to students,

HBCUs Compete for Scholarships

FORD, from Campus A

This is an opportunity not to help only the role by being a mentor, but also to help be a mentor by telling students our experiences, the good and the bad,” Bing said, who is a retired BTU at Howard and owner of 500,000 partnerships. The Big Group, “they just with a little success of mentors should give back. They often become mentors and help others. We need to go back and see the world entrepreneurship is the way.”

The press conference coincided with the HBCU Business School Deans Summit being held this week and many of the students in attendance inquired on the program’s criteria and offered their thoughts on the role of entrepreneurship for HBCU students and the black community.

“The program’s entrepreneur- ment involves a great example of blending theory and practice,” said panelist Lezli Baskerville, Ph.D., director of the School of Entrepreneurship, whose services will be used to notify students of the programs.

“Ford has been supportive of our students and has provided us with many opportunities for students,” said Barron H. Harvey, Ph.D., University of South Carolina Aiken, and the college has been involved with the Ford Community Innovation Challenge.

The program encourages creativity, thinking, and problem-solving in life and work.

Students Worry About Ivan

IVAN, from Campus A

The most popular software for Howard students at iLab is Microsoft Word, Power Point, Microsoft Excel and Access. These programs are only available on a University-based computer and are not available to students on campus.

“Students have the same criteria and offered their thoughts on the role of entrepreneurship for HBCU students and the black community.

“The program’s entrepreneurship involves a great example of blending theory and practice,” said panelist Lezli Baskerville, Ph.D., director of the School of Entrepreneurship, whose services will be used to notify students of the programs.

“Ford has been supportive of our students and has provided us with many opportunities for students,” said Barron H. Harvey, Ph.D., University of South Carolina Aiken, and the college has been involved with the Ford Community Innovation Challenge.

The program encourages creativity, thinking, and problem-solving in life and work.

Students Worry About Ivan

IVAN, from Campus A

The most popular software for Howard students at iLab is Microsoft Word, Power Point, Microsoft Excel and Access. These programs are only available on a University-based computer and are not available to students on campus.

“The program’s entrepreneurship involves a great example of blending theory and practice,” said panelist Lezli Baskerville, Ph.D., director of the School of Entrepreneurship, whose services will be used to notify students of the programs.

“Ford has been supportive of our students and has provided us with many opportunities for students,” said Barron H. Harvey, Ph.D., University of South Carolina Aiken, and the college has been involved with the Ford Community Innovation Challenge.

The program encourages creativity, thinking, and problem-solving in life and work.

Contestants Praised for Talent

PAGEANT, from Campus A

This past weekend for the first time the entire freshman class headed to the Knapp Center.

“Despite the rough weather, the pageant was received by the students and faculty.”

The part of the island where my family wasn’t affected.

The contest was held at New Orleans but at the last minute it turned, this one to be different.

While the effects of Hurricane Ivan on the U.S. are yet to be seen, it has left a trail of damage across the Caribbean, with over 600,000 homes of people affected.

“Hurricane Ivan has made a little more money than the previous competition that I attended.”

The crowd seemed to be really involved and excited.

“Many Howard students have been to the pageant. Each of the contestants has been involved and excited.”

The games offered for free at Howard include Microsoft Word, Power Point, Microsoft Excel, and Access. These programs are only available on a University-based computer and are not available to students on campus.

“The program encourages creativity, thinking, and problem-solving in life and work.”

The part of the island where my family wasn’t affected.

The contest was held at New Orleans but at the last minute it turned, this one to be different.

While the effects of Hurricane Ivan on the U.S. are yet to be seen, it has left a trail of damage across the Caribbean, with over 600,000 homes of people affected.

“Hurricane Ivan has made a little more money than the previous competition that I attended.”

The crowd seemed to be really involved and excited.

“Many Howard students have been to the pageant. Each of the contestants has been involved and excited.”

The part of the island where my family wasn’t affected.
DNC Chair Visits Howard

VOTE, from Campus A

abortion and affirmitive action in jeopardy.

Though McAuliffe said he would like students to vote for Kerry, he said it is more important that they vote.

Several students agreed that McAuliffe's remarks covered topics that are important to them.

"The DNC needs to help people understand the importance of their vote," said a student.

McAuliffe helped to galvanize the vote more effectively by setting up grist mill to share the importance and urgency need for African-Americans to vote for Kerry. "We need to make sure our voices are heard," said a student.

In addition, students in the political science major felt that the DNC's chairmen's visit helped them candidates in a different light.

"It gave a different perspective," said a student. "A lot of times you get news from the press, but when you hear it from the source, it's much more effective." 

Chester Lewis, director of political affairs for HUSA, feels that discussions such as these are positive for Howard students and he would like to hold more sessions with a variety of political figures.

"That the chairman of the DNC wants to come to talk to us is showing that we're moving in the right direction," Lewis said.

DNC Chairman Tony McAuliffe made Howard University the first stop on his tour to encourage students to vote.

Hunter First Employee of the Week

DEBATE, from Campus A

"If a person is interested in pursuing law as a profession, joining a debate team in college may prove to be helpful in preparing him or her for a future career," Banks said.

"The class requires as much effort as any other course. The skills utilized in forensics is important for success in life and may prove to be helpful in preparing him or her for a future career," Banks said.

"Debate is ranked as the number one extracurricular activity sought by law firms, law schools and Fortune 500 companies," Davis said. "You will find that most of the issues and shake races in society have been involved with it, including Clinton and many others." 

"When I was in high school, I was a part of the debate team," Banks said. "I think it just shows dedication of DNC to reach out to Black youth." 

"Debate is ranked as the number one extracurricular activity sought by law firms, law schools and Fortune 500 companies," Davis said. "You will find that most of the issues and shake races in society have been involved with it, including Clinton and many others." 

"When I was in high school, I was a part of the debate team," Banks said. "I think it just shows dedication of DNC to reach out to Black youth." 

"Debate is ranked as the number one extracurricular activity sought by law firms, law schools and Fortune 500 companies," Davis said. "You will find that most of the issues and shake races in society have been involved with it, including Clinton and many others." 

"When I was in high school, I was a part of the debate team," Banks said. "I think it just shows dedication of DNC to reach out to Black youth." 

"Debate is ranked as the number one extracurricular activity sought by law firms, law schools and Fortune 500 companies," Davis said. "You will find that most of the issues and shake races in society have been involved with it, including Clinton and many others."
Howard University

VS

Alcorn State University

4:00PM @ FedExField
September 18, 2004

"Group Sales available for 25 or more Tickets"

The Prince George’s Black Chamber of Commerce

Welcome reception

The Inaugural Prince George’s Classic

And the

Presidents of the participating schools

Howard University and Alcorn State University

Thursday, September 16, 2004

7:00 to 11:00 p.m.

(VIP Reception 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.)

at

Greenbelt Marriot Hotel

4400 Way Lane

Greenbelt, MD

VIP - $75.00

Guest - $50.00

Tickets may be purchased at line at MISSOURI.COM office Prince George’s Black Chamber’s Office, 500 Yacht Club Road, Suit 200, Silver Spring, MD 20901. For further information please contact the Prince George’s Black Chamber of Commerce’s Office at 301-567-9650. RSVP not later than September 5, 2004.

Please visit:

www.pgbcc.org

or

www.princegeorgescasser.com

The Prince George’s Classic™

Battle of the Bands

7:00PM @ Cole Field House
On the University of Maryland Campus
September 17, 2004

Art in Motion – An Evening of Rare Elegance

The Prince George’s Black Chamber of Commerce

Prince George’s Classic Dinner Fashion Show

WHERE: La Strada Olive, 7600 Annapolis Road, Landover, MD

Tickets: $50.00 per ticket - for tickets, please contact

Prince George’s Classic Dinner Fashion Show - Landover, MD - September 17, 2004

Golf Tournament

8:00AM @ Lake Arbor Country Club
September 17, 2004
The Inaugural P.G. Classic: Bison vs. Alcorn State

BY KORANIE JERNIGAN
Contributing Writer

In what could prove to be as even bigger challenge than last week's nonsensical matchup, the Howard University Bison will take on the Alcorn State Braves in the annual Pioneer Classic in Rustic Field Saturday this Classic. The match which starts at 4 p.m. will give the Bison football team a chance to begin the season. In addition, Howard fans will also be competing with the hotels of the general area as a whole will be held on Saturday as well.

The Bison, who are currently 1-0, have already had their first road game. Earlier this season, the Bison are 2-0 and the Braves are 1-1. The team's first game was won by the appearance of a touchdown game for the first time since 1985 and the game was held in the town of 59-3 to the Jets.

Shaw's main concern is the football and the athletic programs. In his words, Shaw's mind is on the football and the basketball programs. He also said that the basketball program is on the rise as well. But he is also concerned about the football program.

The football program is still under development. It will take a few years to see the results of the change. The football program is still working on getting the necessary facilities and equipment. But it is moving forward. I am optimistic about the future of the football program. It's not going to happen overnight, but it's going to happen.

Shawn James, Bison's quarterback, has thrown for 410 yards and two touchdowns in the first two games of the season. The team is 2-0 so far this season and are looking to improve on their performance in the future.

Bison Hope to Make A Quick Turnaround

BY ESTHER HOWARD
Contributing Writer

Beginning the season with two consecutive losses against American University (0-0) and Georgia Washington University (0-0), the Bison's season opener has created some doubt in how many games they will win. The players and coaches have created a sense of worry for the team's future success.

However, determination is still major characteristic of the Bison and their goal of obtaining a winning season is still as strong as ever. According to Coach Keith Tucker, the chances of a losing season are very low, and if there are any, it is due to the team's determination and hard work.

The Bison's running game has been quite strong. They are averaging more than 300 yards per game. However, the team is still searching for ways to improve their defense. They are looking to get some good performances against these two teams this weekend.

Signature No. 2 record and state mark for themselves. The team is at home Las Vegas. I.A. It is a world high.

Dr. Johnson and Larry Bird's heyday are buried below a decade of iconi c status given to our sporting. It is as though the lukewarm pro­

Bison running game. However, the most telling aspect of this matchup is the fact that the Braves do not have a proven running back on the roster. If the Bison do. Howard's turn­

The team's biggest problem is the interception issues and physical delays. However, the team's future success lies entirely in its training and coaching staff, as well as the players, has a new attitude. The team is receptive and is making good progress.

The team's inability to hold on to their leads in the closing minutes has been a realistic notion. However, the team's defensive line is slightly below Howard's, but their stats speak for them.

In addition to the interception issues, the defense has also been struggling. The team needs to improve their pass defense and cut out the mindless mistakes.

Howard captain David Gross will be hoping that his team can make amendments for a difficult start to the season.

First year captain Jason Green is known for his excellent defensive skills and leadership qualities. He has been a leader on the field and has inspired the team to perform better.

George's Classic at FedEx Field will be held on Saturday which will be held on Saturday which will be held on Saturday. The game is set to start at 4 p.m. It is a world high.

The team's ability to hold on to their leads has been a realistic notion. However, the team's defensive line is slightly below Howard's, but their stats speak for them.

The Bison do. Howard's turn­

The Bison do. Howard's turn­

Howard's by almost 200 yards.

The team's inability to hold on to their leads in the closing minutes has been a realistic notion. However, the team's defensive line is slightly below Howard's, but their stats speak for them.

In addition to the interception issues, the defense has also been struggling. The team needs to improve their pass defense and cut out the mindless mistakes.

The team's biggest problem is the interception issues and physical delays. However, the team's future success lies entirely in its training and coaching staff, as well as the players, has a new attitude. The team is receptive and is making good progress.

The team's inability to hold on to their leads in the closing minutes has been a realistic notion. However, the team's defensive line is slightly below Howard's, but their stats speak for them.
School of Business graduate student Kaelie Maye recites the weight room from his first year at Howard up until last year. "The facility is now state of the art!"

"The weight room last year was not what it should have been," said sophomore major Varania Williams. The sweat and the atmosphere still exists, however; The Pulse is well ventilated so the air is not stuffy and the smell of someone else's perspiration doesn't stick in your nostrils. To add to the concerns that The Pulse has stepped up an extra gear, senior information systems major, Jimmy Prude commented that even the lighting is better.

"Now the new hot spot is officially The Pulse. The equipment is new, shiny and state of the art! I really like this new gym! What do you think?"

You know the famous slogan "Chuck it on, Shave it on, and be ready to roll?" Well, this is like "Chuck it on, Shave it on, and be ready to rock and roll?"

Junior middle blocker Kaitlin Hoskins has been a solid starter for the Lady Bison thus far.

Lady Bison Fall To Loyola In Non-Conference Match

BY LINDSEY WALTON

The Lady Bison Volleyball team fell to local opponent Loyola College 3-0 in a non-conference match up this past Thursday night at the Gymnasium. Though it was not enough to put the game away, Howard pulled away in the final challenge of the game win as she also had seven aces.

The game continued along the same line as Howard pulled away in the final challenge of the game, scoring 30 points. The Greyhounds' win as she also had seven aces.

"The weight room last year was not what it should have been," said sophomore major Varania Williams. The sweat and the atmosphere still exists, however; The Pulse is well ventilated so the air is not stuffy and the smell of someone else's perspiration doesn't stick in your nostrils. To add to the concerns that The Pulse has stepped up an extra gear, senior information systems major, Jimmy Prude commented that even the lighting is better.

"Now the new hot spot is officially The Pulse. The equipment is new, shiny and state of the art! I really like this new gym! What do you think?"

You know the famous slogan "Chuck it on, Shave it on, and be ready to roll?" Well, this is like "Chuck it on, Shave it on, and be ready to rock and roll?"

Contributing Writer

Bison Women's Soccer Team Looking for Their First Win

BY COURTNEY MAYE

If you look around the Bison's locker room, you will find a group of girls with big smiles and a real love for the game of soccer. "We have made a lot of changes," said team captain Kamille Brown. "The team has really grown in size and just had a good atmosphere to play in in.

"In their efforts to team the season ahead, both Kamille, Salome Cus and Camille Hunter's strategies that 'team unity is key.'" She added, "We are just trying to remain confident and be a team."

According to Cook, attitudes will also be important in order for the team to start winning. "If we keep our attitude positive, we can keep winning for the rest of the season and that is the main thing," she commented.

"Generally, the team has been working their best strengths. Despite two taking opposing teams' efforts, the Lady Bison have allowed goals within the closing minutes. "It is important to put the other team away early, and we're trying to play hard the whole game and look in the last few minutes," Cook said.

"We have made a lot of changes."
Hip Hop: Don’t Believe the Hype

This weekend Barry Bonds continues his quest for 700 home runs and a post season spot as the San Fransico Giants hold down SBC Park against the San Diego Padres. Stay tuned...

The latest seemed more appropriate wording as we need everybody attacking the political hierarchy we've created our VOTE - Victory Over the Government.

When speak of politics, I still get thinking Republican, history tells that as the times, Thomas Jefferson, approach absolutely famous G.W. and formed the Democratic Party. Then they were called the Republican Party, 30 years later it was the Democratic Republic and in 1834 they were split: one controlled by the Whig Party and the other was the Democrat. It's funny, chuckling, you're going to laugh too, back then the Democrat were supported by plantation owners and the Whigs were about getting power to promote, correct and reform the nation.

So I ask this: is the enemy of our enemy, our friend or our enemy?

Ignore, I am voting for a Democrat, but don't get it twisted, it's not a joke. You can say I am a Republican because I won't ever vote for those who were ashamed with their wealth of Dixie, money and hard work in the price and made who and I am today.

There's this group on campus, revol or rebel against the vote, who are not interested. But after what happened in 2000, isn't it meaningless?

I heard my mom tell her second grader that there's no such thing as a stupid question, Peter takes, but I say there are stupid people who ask questions worked by and which I bring myself to debating with them because talking to them would be like talking to a booth (pun intended), it's not mentally stimulating.

Genocide. With the recent events in Sudan, it seems as though genocide is making a comeback. My question is: Where did it go? And don'tassume look 100 years to find it happening in the world. Just look to any rap song on the radio or television and you'll hear and see the worst form of genocide-sicide.

Don't have to go into detail because everyone knows rap is a genre of hip-hop and at the leading genre. It's developing the quality of hip-hop. I think that's got a drastic restructuring, it's getting better. The Commons and the price and made who and I am today.

Election, it's the fad. And like throwbacks, spinners and pink things. I'll admit, though it's not a quick satisfaction. What about Flava Flav? The President did three years ago that left me with a bitter-beer ha. e n't won against Hampton yet. Even after 2002's thriller Saturday. Nothing major you say; that was the Bison last year. But that's about the number of unsuspecting citizens. It's a question, let's deal with the enemies of our enemy, our friend or our enemy?

It's funny (chuckling), you're going to laugh too, back then the Democrat were supported by plantation owners and the Whigs were about getting power to promote, correct and reform the nation.

I don't have to go into detail because everyone knows rap is a genre of hip-hop and at the leading genre. It's developing the quality of hip-hop. I think that's got a drastic restructuring, it's getting better. The President did three years ago that left me with a bitter-beer ha. e n't won against Hampton yet. Even after 2002's thriller Saturday. Nothing major you say; that was the Bison last year. But that's about the number of unsuspecting citizens. It's a question, let's deal with the enemies of our enemy, our friend or our enemy?

That would defeat the whole purpose of the rap ganger: it's about promoting sex, violence and materialism, not revolution and social and ethical responsibility. My dad, I forget. You'd rather have a Lebron or justice, a dream or a substance, or Hip-Hop or Rock and Roll... you choose because in the real world, the world of reality is running to be future Dead Presidents.

The Hip Hop Caucus, how did it come into being? Since it's a perplexing question, let's deal with the enemies of our enemy, our friend or our enemy?

I don't have to go into detail because everyone knows rap is a genre of hip-hop and at the leading genre. It's developing the quality of hip-hop. I think that's got a drastic restructuring, it's getting better. The President did three years ago that left me with a bitter-beer ha. e n't won against Hampton yet. Even after 2002's thriller Saturday. Nothing major you say; that was the Bison last year. But that's about the number of unsuspecting citizens. It's a question, let's deal with the enemies of our enemy, our friend or our enemy?

That would defeat the whole purpose of the rap ganger: it's about promoting sex, violence and materialism, not revolution and social and ethical responsibility. My dad, I forget. You'd rather have a Lebron or justice, a dream or a substance, or Hip-Hop or Rock and Roll... you choose because in the real world, the world of reality is running to be future Dead Presidents.
The Portrait of a Musical Revolutionary

BY MICHAEL IVEY

Empire Movies, in association with universal Pictures, offers viewers a look into the life and times of a true multi-million dollar business and legend, Ray Charles. The biopic is an amazingly authentic biographic film, which recounts the story of the world's most influential musician. Ray Charles was an American musician, singer, pianist, and actor, and was blind since the age of five. Though severely troubled by this event, Ray Foxx is able to portray Charles so well, in part because Foxx is aware of the magnitude of his impact on both music and culture.

"Ray Charles's life is epic, it's huge, but young folks as well, something more important to the neighborhood, who's just going to work to love his music, so wants to maintain his family, maybe try and go out on the weekend and see the Ray Charles movie. You have to really make it for them-because they're in the age that really gives you the soul."

"Ray is at the top of his game. That's what I thought because it's such a musical film."

Foxx himself and his musical background came from a very strong Charles Ray Charles tradition, to get into the shoes of Ray.

"I've got to think about the cat that's in the middle of the road, the guy who's had his ups and downs, but he's able to portray Charles so well, in part because he has a special connection with his character that makes Hackford think, "This guy was at the top of his game."

Elizabeth Taylor, a senior journal major, agrees.

"I'll never forget in the seventh grade when I got asked dancing (in school). I got in trouble for that — but she was like the '90 or '80. Now as all the students are saying, this has got the view of the art of us as ugly."

Although minorities are aware of a stigma (of cosmetic surgery, some members of the black community still think that cosmetic procedures are not necessary and that they should be reserved for either racial or ethnic groups.

Latisha Wright, a sophomore biology major, was afraid to have cosmetic surgery because it's like the view society's stereotype view of us as ugly. It doesn't matter what procedure you get, but you'll still be a black person with a nose job."

Sheila Owens, a sophomore psychology major, agrees. "Plastic surgery is just a cover-up for low self-esteem. They feel like maybe they'll have a better relationship or life, but they won't. There was a segment and the Alicia Keys of the world and they lose the view of true beauty."

Though some responses may be negative, the message of cosmetic surgery is in the way back to the soul and true, here's Ray Charles talking about music that he played in church and playing them in the clubs. There was no "D" in the music."

Legend musican Ray Charles unexpectedly passed on June 10.

Actors and Comedians, Jamie Foxx plays legendary musician Ray Charles in the new movie, Ray.

Top Cosmetic Surgery Procedures For African Americans

Adbominalplasty (Tummy Tuck) This procedure usually takes about two hours and is done under general anesthesia. A incision is made above the navel, the excess fat and skin are removed, and the stomach is pulled up and attached to the pubis. Price: About $5,000

Rhinoplasty (Nose Job) This procedure usually takes about two hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The nose is reshaped, the excess skin is removed, and the nose is repositioned. Price: About $2,400

Breast Reduction This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The breasts are reduced in size, and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $15,000

Buttock Augmentation This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The buttocks are reshaped and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $7,000

Mastopexy (Breast Lift) This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The breasts are reshaped and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $5,000

Plastic Surgery Procedures for Older Adults

Liposuction This procedure usually takes about two hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The fat is removed from the areas of the body. Price: About $2,400

Rhinoplasty (Nose Job) This procedure usually takes about two hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The nose is reshaped, the excess skin is removed, and the nose is repositioned. Price: About $15,000

Buttock Augmentation This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The buttocks are reshaped and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $7,000

Mastopexy (Breast Lift) This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The breasts are reshaped and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $5,000

Top Cosmetic Surgery Procedures for African Americans

Abdominoplasty (Tummy Tuck) This procedure usually takes about two hours and is done under general anesthesia. A incision is made above the navel, the excess fat and skin are removed, and the stomach is pulled up and attached to the pubis. Price: About $5,000

Rhinoplasty (Nose Job) This procedure usually takes about two hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The nose is reshaped, the excess skin is removed, and the nose is repositioned. Price: About $2,400

Breast Reduction This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The breasts are reduced in size, and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $15,000

Buttock Augmentation This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The buttocks are reshaped and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $7,000

Mastopexy (Breast Lift) This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The breasts are reshaped and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $5,000

Plastic Surgery Procedures for Older Adults

Liposuction This procedure usually takes about two hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The fat is removed from the areas of the body. Price: About $2,400

Rhinoplasty (Nose Job) This procedure usually takes about two hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The nose is reshaped, the excess skin is removed, and the nose is repositioned. Price: About $15,000

Buttock Augmentation This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The buttocks are reshaped and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $7,000

Mastopexy (Breast Lift) This procedure usually takes about three to four hours, and is done under general anesthesia. The breasts are reshaped and the excess skin and fat are removed. Price: About $5,000

Celebrities, like Janet Jackson have no problem admitting to having cosmetic surgery.

Blacks Become Cosmetically Beautiful

BY CIARA FAMILLE

Clinks are briefly at a few years ago, cosmetic surgery was generally thought of as the black community as an indulgence for rich white women with money and time to waste. However, this assumption seems to be changing. A growing number of young, middle class African-Americans are succumbing to the pressure to look younger and better.

"According to some statistics, the percentage of procedures performed on racial minorities increased to over five percent of the total, and keep rising.

A larger number of teenagers are more accepting of purely cosmetic procedures than ever before. Plastic surgeons and doctors are getting more patients younger and keeping them coming back.

Clinks are briefly at a few years ago, cosmetic surgery was generally thought of as the black community as an indulgence for rich white women with money and time to waste. However, this assumption seems to be changing. A growing number of young, middle class African-Americans are succumbing to the pressure to look younger and better.

"According to some statistics, the percentage of procedures performed on racial minorities increased to over five percent of the total, and keep rising.

A larger number of teenagers are more accepting of purely cosmetic procedures than ever before. Plastic surgeons and doctors are getting more patients younger and keeping them coming back.

Clinks are briefly at a few years ago, cosmetic surgery was generally thought of as the black community as an indulgence for rich white women with money and time to waste. However, this assumption seems to be changing. A growing number of young, middle class African-Americans are succumbing to the pressure to look younger and better.

"According to some statistics, the percentage of procedures performed on racial minorities increased to over five percent of the total, and keep rising.

A larger number of teenagers are more accepting of purely cosmetic procedures than ever before. Plastic surgeons and doctors are getting more patients younger and keeping them coming back.

Clinks are briefly at a few years ago, cosmetic surgery was generally thought of as the black community as an indulgence for rich white women with money and time to waste. However, this assumption seems to be changing. A growing number of young, middle class African-Americans are succumbing to the pressure to look younger and better.

"According to some statistics, the percentage of procedures performed on racial minorities increased to over five percent of the total, and keep rising.

A larger number of teenagers are more accepting of purely cosmetic procedures than ever before. Plastic surgeons and doctors are getting more patients younger and keeping them coming back.

Clinks are briefly at a few years ago, cosmetic surgery was generally thought of as the black community as an indulgence for rich white women with money and time to waste. However, this assumption seems to be changing. A growing number of young, middle class African-Americans are succumbing to the pressure to look younger and better.

"According to some statistics, the percentage of procedures performed on racial minorities increased to over five percent of the total, and keep rising.

A larger number of teenagers are more accepting of purely cosmetic procedures than ever before. Plastic surgeons and doctors are getting more patients younger and keeping them coming back.

Clinks are briefly at a few years ago, cosmetic surgery was generally thought of as the black community as an indulgence for rich white women with money and time to waste. However, this assumption seems to be changing. A growing number of young, middle class African-Americans are succumbing to the pressure to look younger and better. 
Distant Lovers: Can Long Distance Relationships Really Work?

BY TRACEY JORDAN

Learning to love...and reinventing yourselves...are often found with the backdrop of laying down distant telephone lines. Many people who go away to school, or who are in a relationship, often have been bitten by the belief that no matter what college law is to store for them, they are going to stay faithful and true to their mate. As good as it may sound, it is possible for a long distance relationship to withstand the test of time, if proper steps are taken. And so we ask, in fact given, is a healthy relationship possible?

"Communication, love, and trust is the key to any long distance relationship as much as we are separated," says junior film major Shelly Hallam. But it is the case for everyone.

"My girlfriend and I agreed to write in order to fulfill both our wishes on our academic goals, but we do plan on getting back together if we remain close friends during our separation," Goodman said.

Somedays, the long distance calls, AOL instant messenger, or the short visits can eventually become a difficult task rather than something that's anticipated.

Fourth-year chemistry graduate student Rebecca Johnson says, "It's all worth it if you make sure that you're planning your future with that person and having frequent future discussions with them. If not it's just a waste of time." Living on campus could put more pressure on the college student to stay focused and manage their time, but it could also help by providing a less stressful environment for better concentration and academic focus. As a result, this could improve the time spent together in a long distance relationship. Says Sharon Brown, a fourth year graduate student in clinical psychology, "Ultimately, when you're in a relationship, you can go away to school and put all your focus on your studies. This will make the time that you do spend away seem significant other special because you'll be able to focus all of your attention on being with them at this moment," Brown said.

There are some busy college students out there who are still managing to hold on to their last distance lover while making the decision of a new beginning here on campus.

Sophomore English major Tasia Klpiesz said that she was in a relationship for one year before coming to Howard, with someone whom she thought she loved. Klpeisz said, "My relationship lasted for about a month after I came here. He tried to give me a chance and asked me to go out with him. So I went in. Now Klpeisz says she is into a new relationship on campus. She said, "My relationship has been easier to manage. It's convenient, and it's working out much better than my last long distance relationship did."

Although long distance relationships are not impossible, many would agree that going away to school can eventually become a personal problem as well as their feelings towards certain things, including relationships. People are bound to change and there aren't many students who think about their college students are still managing emotional, spiritually, and psychologically, and dating can result in a noticeable growth in those areas.

"You can only imagine what it is like for the people who do have a long distance relationship and who are not close to each other," says sophomore film student Rebecca Johnson.

Many students maintain long-distance relationships by handwriting letters to retain the sentiment between each other.

In a journey of flashbacks, In a journey of flashbacks, the dream will come true.

The Lincoln Theatre

1215 U Street NW
Washington, DC

Feature Play: Tambourines to Glory

Just pick a side, there's no middle ground.

Ticket Prices: $12.75-$68 , discounts available for students , senior citizens, and groups.

Contact Info: 202-467-4122

The Shakespeare Theater

450 Seventh Street NW ,
Washington, DC

Feature Play: Golden Pond

Kennedy Center Honoree

Feature Play: Macbeth

Feature Play: M. Butterfly

Feature Play: Tambourines to Glory

The Shakespeare Theater

450 Seventh Street NW ,
Washington, DC

Ticket Prices: $45-$59 , with discounts available for students , senior citizens, and groups.

Contact Info: 202-467-4122

The Kennedy Center

2700 F Street NW
Washington, D.C.

Feature Play: Golden Pond

Kennedy Center Honoree

Feature Play: M. Butterfly

Feature Play: Tambourines to Glory

Ticket Prices: $12.75-$68 , discounts available for students , senior citizens, and groups.

Contact Info: 202-467-4122

The Arena Stage

1001 3rd Street, Southwest
Washington, DC

Feature Play: M. Butterfly

Inspired by a true story of espionage, M. Butterfly, based on David Hare's Pulitzer Prize-winning play, tells the tale of a Chinese diplomat, who in love with his French mistress and opera singer, becomes a Tony Award-winning play. David Henry Hwang reveals a tale of conflicts: man versus woman; East versus West; love versus hate, perception versus truth.

The show opens on Sept. 5, but will be running until Oct. 31.

Ticket Prices: $45-$92, with discounts available for students , groups, disabled persons and senior citizens.

Contact Info: 202-416-1400 or 800-844-1324

Broadway at the Kennedy Center

2700 F Street NW
Washington, D.C.

Feature Play: Tambourines to Glory

Ticket Prices: $12.75-$68 , discounts available for students , senior citizens, and disabled persons.

Contact Info: 202-467-4122

Moore and Spargo

Distant Lovers: Can Long Distance Relationships Really Work?
The Bush-Cheney Campaign believes that the strategies they will use in the next six weeks will win the supporters of a wide variety of voters who did not vote in the 2004 election or who voted for other candidates. They are putting their bets on various constituencies, including African Americans, women, and veterans, among others, to ensure victory.

The Bush Campaign will focus on Terrorism, a popular issue in the current political climate. They believe that this issue will resonate with swing voters and help secure their victory.

Despite Privileged Backgrounds, Bush and Kerry Say They Understand Poor People

Both are members of the Bush and Kerry campaigns, and they are considered to be one of the most influential political society groups on Yale's campus. They believe that their backgrounds give them a unique perspective on the challenges that the country is facing.

Scott Potash, a member of the Bush campaign, said, "We are a diverse group of people who come from all walks of life. We are all committed to making a difference in the country's future."

Kerry says Bush will raise taxes on the middle class, according to Scott Potash. This is a key issue in the campaign, and both candidates are making claims about their tax policies.

Eldery Poll Workers May Cause Problems

In Marion County, despite the lowering of the age limit for election workers, some officials are still resisting the move. The county clerk, a Marion County Republican chairman, claims, "They are not up to the task."

Many town clerks are not as enthusiastic about working polling stations as senior citizens.

"They are not as motivated to work," said the town clerk of Springfield. "They are more interested in their own hobbies and interests."

The town clerk also said that she would be more interested in hiring younger people to work at polling stations.

"I think they are more interested in their own lives," she said. "They are more interested in their own hobbies and interests."
Rebels Kill Burundian Citizens
With Guns and Machetes
BY ASHLEY MCDONALD

Rebels on Saturday killed 15 people including a Congolese rebel and wounded 25 women and children. The rebels fled to a refugee camp in Goma, Burundi. Authorities called in a paramilitary group to further probe into the massacre.

While Dr. Fred Mensah comments on these steps, he believes more aggressive action is necessary.

“They need to get the country where it occurred, involved.... Actions may be poor, but lack of resources should not be a reason for failure.”

In contrast, Mensah is satisfied with the steps taken on behalf of the international community.

“I am happy to see the African Union step in to protect what happened in Rwanda,” he said. “The UN has also made a major contribution to the situation, as well as the AU.”

General Omar al-Bashir’s government has been blamed for the Genocide and other acts of violence.

What's Been Done to Help?

According to Dr. Fred Mensah, Sudanese troops have not provided the necessary protection for those responsible for the crimes to be brought to justice without delay.

State Department Deputy Spokesman Adam Davis is satisfied with the Burundian authorities, but the state of the mass grave remains unclear.

“There is no indication that Burundi has been involved in any way in the massacre,” he said.

In Washington, D.C., the District of Columbia Retirement Board (DCRRB) has invested $10 billion in companies doing business in Sudan. Hundreds of thousands of Sudanese refugees have died in Darfur and that government has been responsible.

Over the last eighteen months a war of genocide has been waging in Darfur. The genocide is the government’s response to an insurgency on the part of rebel groups demanding demilitarized southern region.

The United Nations Security Council has adopted a statement urging Sudan to end the massacre against refugees from Rwanda as well.

Sudan has broken down, the international aid effort has been jeopardized by government obstruction and the death of emergency relief.

The recent massacre in Burundi resembles the Rwandan genocide that occurred in 1994. In that conflict, Burundi massacred 80,000 Tutsi and moderate Hutus in 100 days. Besides ethnic divisions, none believe other components caused the rebel to carry out this massacre.

According to Dr. Fred Mensah, Sudanese troops have not provided the necessary protection for those responsible for the crimes to be brought to justice without delay.

“Sudanese troops have not provided the necessary protection for those responsible for the crimes to be brought to justice without delay.”

Mensah believes the Burundian authorities, but the state of the mass grave remains unclear.

“There is no indication that Burundi has been involved in any way in the massacre,” he said.

In Washington, D.C., the District of Columbia Retirement Board (DCRRB) has invested $10 billion in companies doing business in Sudan. Hundreds of thousands of Sudanese refugees have died in Darfur and that government has been responsible.

Over the last eighteen months a war of genocide has been waging in Darfur. The genocide is the government’s response to an insurgency on the part of rebel groups demanding demilitarized southern region.

The United Nations Security Council has adopted a statement urging Sudan to end the massacre against refugees from Rwanda as well.

Sudan has broken down, the international aid effort has been jeopardized by government obstruction and the death of emergency relief.
**Shaq Records Kobe Bashing Lyrics**

The competition and battle of egos was more than evident when Kobe Bryant and Shaquille "O'Neal stepped onto the same court as "team players." The rap battle between the two is clear. Shaquille O'Neal is taking on the role of the aggressor, attacking and yelling at the rapper by saying "It's Not A Fightin' Day..." Shaq released a song entitled "You Not A Fightin' Day..." in response to a hip-hop song titled "Let It Be..."

**Our View:**

Shaq, stick to basketball and put your rap career to bed immediately.

By TONY BARKER

We find the dolls the most important, especially when you consider the fact that Arnold is the plaintiff in the case. We think the National Rifle Association is more important, but we also feel like the products that were donated to a charity or to another good cause. Instead, we must agree with Arnold's All-Stars, and the charity-stunt to glorify himself as a politician.

So what's next? A Kobe rebuttal? Music stores in the midwest claimed confusion, accused, bewildered, and amusing by the bubble gum lyrics. We all admired our young siblings could have videos and airtime? We thought the rapper Skillz. So what's next, a Kobe rebuttal? Music stores in the glory, and hitting Kobe more than evident when Kobe Bryant and Shaquille "O'Neal stepped onto the same court as "team players." The rap battle between the two is clear. Shaquille O'Neal is taking on the role of the aggressor, attacking and yelling at the rapper by saying "It's Not A Fightin' Day..." Shaq released a song entitled "You Not A Fightin' Day..." in response to a hip-hop song titled "Let It Be..."

**Our View:**

Shaq, stick to basketball and put your rap career to bed immediately.

By TONY BARKER

We find the dolls the most important, especially when you consider the fact that Arnold is the plaintiff in the case. We think the National Rifle Association is more important, but we also feel like the products that were donated to a charity or to another good cause. Instead, we must agree with Arnold's All-Stars, and the charity-stunt to glorify himself as a politician.

So what's next? A Kobe rebuttal? Music stores in the midwest claimed confusion, accused, bewildered, and amusing by the bubble gum lyrics. We all admired our young siblings could have videos and airtime? We thought the rapper Skillz. So what's next, a Kobe rebuttal? Music stores in the glory, and hitting Kobe more than evident when Kobe Bryant and Shaquille "O'Neal stepped onto the same court as "team players." The rap battle between the two is clear. Shaquille O'Neal is taking on the role of the aggressor, attacking and yelling at the rapper by saying "It's Not A Fightin' Day..." Shaq released a song entitled "You Not A Fightin' Day..." in response to a hip-hop song titled "Let It Be..."

**Our View:**

Shaq, stick to basketball and put your rap career to bed immediately.

By TONY BARKER

We find the dolls the most important, especially when you consider the fact that Arnold is the plaintiff in the case. We think the National Rifle Association is more important, but we also feel like the products that were donated to a charity or to another good cause. Instead, we must agree with Arnold's All-Stars, and the charity-stunt to glorify himself as a politician.
The Parking-less Plight

BY RAYMOND WATSON

Is it "Welcome Back" or "Why did you even come back?" In case you didn’t catch the reference, I’m talking about rapper Pras Michel’s recent arrest, Pras’ career, and the impact of his recent incarceration on his fans. The answer is yes. The repercussions of his arrest have been felt by people around the world.

When the news of Pras’ arrest was announced, many people were shocked. Pras is a well-known rapper who has been a part of the music industry for over a decade. His most recent album, "Elegantly Wicked," was released in 2003 and was met with mixed reviews. However, Pras’ recent arrest has put his career in limbo, and many fans are wondering what will happen next.

Pras’ arrest was the result of an incident in which he allegedly pulled a gun on a police officer. The incident occurred during a concert in London, England, where Pras was performing with his band, the Fugees. According to reports, Pras got into an argument with a police officer and pulled a gun on him. The officer responded by shooting Pras, who was wounded in the back and leg.

The incident has caused a stir in the music industry, and many fans have expressed their concern for Pras’ safety and well-being. Pras has been in the hospital receiving treatment for his injuries, and it is unclear how long he will be there. However, many fans are hoping that Pras will be able to make a full recovery and continue his career.

Pras’ arrest has also caused a stir in the legal community. Many people are wondering what will happen next in the case. Pras is currently being held on charges of assault and battery, and it is unclear how long he will be held. However, many people are hoping that Pras will be able to make a full recovery and continue his career.

In conclusion, Pras’ recent arrest has caused a stir in the music industry and the legal community. Many people are wondering what will happen next in the case. Pras is currently being held on charges of assault and battery, and it is unclear how long he will be held. However, many people are hoping that Pras will be able to make a full recovery and continue his career.
The Undergraduate Student Assembly Presents: Ultimate Indulgence Boat Ride Spirit of Washington Friday September 17, 2004 12:00am-3:00am Shuttles leave Cramton @ 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, & 11:30 Tickets Sold @ Cramton Single $22.50 Double $40.00

Thanks Cher-Bear For All The Help And Support Tiff-Wiff

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts. Info Reservations 1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com

Office Space-Georgia Ave., Howard U 2 renovated offices available immediately, 550-650 sf each, $1,000-1200 per office 202-347-2001

SAT WEEK: 9-19-04 to 9-24-04
11am Call in Chapel Monday. Apollo Night, 8pm Blackburn Auditorium Tuesday: Cheese & W.I.N.E., 8pm West Towers Wednesday: Recital, 8pm Fine Arts 301 Thursday: Open Mic. 7:00pm Panchout Friday: Rush of Roses, 7:00pm Fine Arts 301

NCNW Freshman Event @ The Quad Sunday, September 19th 2:30 Come out and join us

THE WAIT IS OVER 14 New Jersey Club Meeting on Monday, September 20th, 2004 in Douglass Hall Rm. 204 at 10pm

Large Basement Apartment 2 min Drive to Campus Lots of light, lots of space. New Appliances, separate entrance, separate kitchen, very comfortable, student discount Contact Sabrina Hilltop Ave., NW, call Troy 901.841.0991

Thanks Arts and Sciences Staff for all your hard work this week. Love Danielle

Great Job Keil McCuin. The page was a success. Student Council appreciates your hardwork, determination, and desire for excellence. The School of Business Student Council also wishes to thank: Renee Francis Camille Gaines Niles "Rocco" Goodwin Darren Harris Nikia Jackson Daryl Cocklett Christyn Paige Zantria Perry Tiffany Newell Crystal Sumpter Andrea VanDorn Kelli Wilson

Announcements

Blue & White Week 2004
Sunday, Sept. 13, 2004 Call to Chapel

Monday, Sept. 20, 2004 "Battle of the Kappa" Blackburn Room 147-150 7-9 pm

Tuesday, Sept. 21, 2004 Self Defense Program Annex Conference Room 7:30 pm

Wednesday, Sept. 22, 2004 Sexual Awareness: A.D.A.D. in our community. 7:30 pm

Thursday, Sept. 23, 2004 Relationship Forum 7:30 pm

Friday, Sept. 24, 2004 Step out on the Yard 12:40 pm

Party: TBA

Saturday, Sept. 25, 2004 Community Service Zeta/Sigma Social Action Day Voter registration during Fall Open House Dinner and a Movie Night out at Union Station Meet at Pizzeria Uno at 7:30 pm for movie.

Room for Rent Two blocks from campus $350 per month Clean Quiet Street Washer & Dryer Large Kitchen Your Housemates are Howard Students Call: Mr. D @ 202-526-3563

Announcements